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A numerical simulation of an optically pumped, multimode D2O laser was carried out based on
Lamb’s semiclassical laser theory. The numerical code includes the dispersion effect of the laser
medium~D2O gas in the cavity! in order to simulate the strength of mode coupling accurately. As
a result, multiple-longitudinal-mode oscillations around the Raman resonance frequency were
obtained that are roughly in agreement with experimental observations. Energy spectra of the
D2O laser emission obtained by the simulation were compared with those of the experimental results
for various D2O gas pressures. By including the dispersion effect, temporal variations of mode
frequencies were calculated. In addition, resonant pumping was examined to obtain spectrally
narrow outputs by tuning a frequency of a pump CO2 laser pulse to the line center of the absorption
band of D2O molecules. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!03801-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spectrally narrow outputs are required in many appli
tions of optically pumped far-infrared~FIR! lasers. For ex-
ample, ion temperature measurements of high-tempera
fusion plasmas by collective scattering of laser light1 need a
megawatt class FIR radiation with a narrow spectral wi
(D f,50 MHz! and a long pulse duration (t.1 ms!.2 How-
ever, in most high-power FIR lasers, several cavity eig
modes oscillate simultaneously since the gain bandw
produced by optical pumping is broader than the longitudi
mode spacing, resulting in a broad spectral width of the o
put radiation.3,4

We have developed an optically pumped high-pow
~200 kW! D2O laser at a wavelength of 385mm with the
intention of applying it to ion temperature measurements
high-temperature plasmas, and have measured the emi
spectra with a high frequency resolution less than a
megahertz.4 As a result, multiple-longitudinal-mode oscilla
tions were also observed in our D2O laser. The present nu
merical work was motivated by the experimental obser
tions of complex spectral characteristics of our optica
pumped D2O laser. Detailed understanding about the spec
characteristics is necessary since spectral narrowing of
D2O laser is a key issue for application to the ion tempe
ture measurements.5,6

The theoretical study of optically pumped FIR lasers w
pioneered by Panock and Temkin.7 They calculated spectra
profiles of small signal gain produced by optical pumpi
with the density matrix formalism. The variation of the sm
signal gain profile by the ac Stark effect for a strong pu
field was shown in their work. Okadaet al.developed a rate
equation code and utilized it for a design of a D2O laser.8 In
that code, the gain for temporally varying pump and D2O
laser fields was calculated by the theory of Panock
Temkin. Theoretical studies of FIR lasers including t
above two works were restricted to the single-mode tre

a!Electronic mail: sasaki@nuee.nagoya-u.ac.jp
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ment until 1983, since it was difficult to solve the equatio
of motion for the density matrix elements in the presence
multiple longitudinal modes.

However, the multimode treatment is inevitable to inve
tigate spectral characteristics of FIR lasers since they usu
oscillate with multiple longitudinal modes. In 1984, Dupe
tuis et al.developed the Fourier expansion method, in wh
the gains of multiple longitudinal modes were calculat
simultaneously.9 They adopted that method to investiga
cross-saturation characteristics of the gain and discus
single-mode stability.10 After that, we adopted the Fourie
expansion method to simulate the temporal evolution o
multimode D2O laser.11,12 As a result, agreement with th
experimental results was obtained on the output power c
acteristics. However, there were great discrepancies with
experimental observations of the spectral characteristics,
is, the number of significantly excited longitudinal mod
was smaller than the experimental results. The discrepan
were thought to be due to the fact that the dispersion effec
the laser medium was neglected and mode spacings w
equalized in the Fourier expansion method.9 The equal mode
spacings may cause strong coupling among the longitud
modes, resulting in the smaller number of the oscillati
modes.

Inclusion of the dispersion effect~variations of mode
frequencies from the resonance frequencies of the em
cavity! may thus be necessary to obtain numerical res
that are consistent with the experimental observations. In
present simulation, we adopted Lamb’s semiclassical la
theory13 to include the dispersion effect of the D2O laser
medium. Temporal variations of the amplitudes and frequ
cies of 21 longitudinal modes were calculated. The equati
of motion for the density matrix elements were solved by
numerical method. As a result, multiple-longitudinal-mo
oscillation was obtained by the simulation that rough
agreed with the experimental results.14
7/81(1)/30/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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II. MODEL OF THE SIMULATION

In Lamb’s semiclassical laser theory,13 the interaction
between the laser medium and classical electromagn
fields is analyzed by making use of the density matrix f
malism. The polarization induced in the laser medium is c
culated by solving the equations of motion for the dens
matrix elements. For optically pumped D2O lasers, a simple
three-level system illustrated in Fig. 1~a! provides an accu-
rate enough approximation for calculating the polarization15

The classical electromagnetic field consists of a pump C2

laser fieldEpump(z,t) and a FIR fieldEFIR(z,t) generated by
the D2O laser, namely,

E~z,t !5Epump~z,t !1EFIR~z,t !. ~1!

For linearly polarized fields, scalar values can be used for
electric fields. In the present simulation, transverse effect
the cavity were neglected and the pump and D2O laser fields
were assumed to be constant over the cross section o
D2O laser since the pump field used in the experiments h
roughly uniform spatial distribution and no higher-ord
transverse modes were observed in the D2O laser emission.
However, laser instabilities induced by the transverse effe
have been predicted by a theory,16 and could possibly affec
the emission spectrum of the D2O laser. The pump field wa
assumed to be monochromatic at the line center of
9R~22! transition line of CO2 molecules as follows:

Epump~z,t !5 1
2Ep~ t !exp@2 i~Vt2Kz!#1c.c., ~2!

which is a consistent condition with our experiment.
couples to the absorption band between levels 1 and 2,
pumps D2O molecules to level 2 in Fig. 1~a!. The frequency
of the pump fieldV is approximately 320 MHz lower than
the resonance frequency between levels 1 and 2. The am
tude of the pump fieldEp(t) was assumed to have no spat
variations along the optical axis.

The FIR field generated by the D2O laser is obtained via
the stimulated Raman transition between levels 2 and 3 s

FIG. 1. ~a! Energy diagram of the D2O molecule considered in the prese
simulation,~b! configuration of the assumed 21 longitudinal modes.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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the frequency of the pump field is not resonant between
els 1 and 2. In the present simulation, 21 longitudinal mo
were assumed around the Raman resonance frequency~320
MHz lower than the resonance frequency between leve
and 3! with spacings for the empty cavity of 38 MHz a
shown in Fig. 1~b!. The FIR field was expressed as

EFIR~z,t !5
1

2 (
n5210

10

En~ t !exp@2 i$nnt2knz1fn~ t !%#

1c.c., ~3!

where a ring resonator was assumed for the sake of sim
ity instead of the Fabry-Perot cavity used in the experime

The equations of motion for the density matrix eleme
under both the slowly varying envelope approximation a
the rotating wave approximation are readily obtained as
lows for the above three-level system and electric fields, p
vided that the Doppler effect by the thermal motion
D2O gas is neglected.10 The width of the pressure broadenin
is much larger than the Doppler width in the FIR waveleng
range for usual operating gas pressures. The equations

ṙ̃115G1~n1
02 r̃11!22Im@a* r̃21#, ~4!

ṙ̃225G2~n2
02 r̃22!12Im@a* r̃211b* r̃23#, ~5!

ṙ̃335G3~n3
02 r̃33!22Im@b* r̃23#, ~6!

ṙ̃2152~g211 iD21!r̃212 ia~r̃222 r̃11!1 ibr̃31, ~7!

ṙ̃2352~g231 iD23!r̃232 ib~r̃222 r̃33!1 iar̃ 31* , ~8!

ṙ̃3152~g311 iD31!r̃312 iar̃ 23* 1 ib* r̃21, ~9!

where r̃ i j is the slowly varying amplitude of the densit
matrix elementr i j defined by

r i i ~z,t !5 r̃ i i ~z,t !, ~10!

r21~z,t !5 r̃21~z,t !exp@2 i~Vt2Kz!#, ~11!

r23~z,t !5 r̃23~z,t !exp@2 i~n0t2k0z!#, ~12!

r31~z,t !5 r̃31~z,t !exp@2 i$~V2n0!t2~K2k0!z%#,
~13!

FIG. 2. Schematic of a D2O laser cavity of the usual type and the corr
sponding spatial distribution of the pump intensity.
31K. Sasaki and T. Tsukishima
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TABLE I. Various parameters used in the present numerical simulation.

Quantities Symbols Values Units

Dipole moment m12 1.08310231 C m
m23 2.27310230 C m

Longitudinal relaxation rate G i 403106 sec21 Torr21

Transverse relaxation rate g i j 403106 sec21 Torr21

Population density N 3.54310163p cm23

(p: D2O gas pressure in Torr!
Detuning frequency D21 320 MHz

D23 320 MHz
Mode spacing of the empty cavity d 38 MHz
Quality factor of the cavity Q 9.33104 –
Amplitudes of the initial electric fields

1
2ce0En(0)

2 1 mW/cm2

Phases of the initial electric fields fn(0) Random numbers rad
x-

an

to

ly
whereni
0 stands for the value ofr i i when no electric fields

interact,G i andg i j are the longitudinal and transverse rela
ation constants, respectively, andD i j denotes the detuning
from the line center frequency given by

D215v212V, ~14!

D235v232n0 , ~15!

D315D212D235v312V1n0 , ~16!

with v i j being the resonance frequency between levelsi and
j . The Rabi frequencies corresponding to the pump
D2O laser field amplitudes are given by

a~ t !5
1

2\
m21Ep~ t !, ~17!

b~z,t !5
1

2\
m23 (

n5210

10

En~ t !exp@2 i$~nn2n0!t

1~kn2k0!z1fn~ t !%#, ~18!
hys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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where \ denotes the Planck constant divided by 2p and
m i j is the dipole moment between levelsi and j . Equations
~4!–~9! are first order differential equations with respect
time t, while the space coordinatez along the optical axis of
the cavity is regarded as a parameter.

On the other hand, temporal behaviors of the slow
varying amplitudeEn(t) and the phasefn(t) of the electric
field of moden are subject to the following well-known
equations:13

Ėn~ t !1
n0
2Q

En~ t !52
n0
2e0

Im@Pn~ t !#, ~19!

nn1ḟn~ t !5Vn2
n0
2e0

Re@Pn~ t !#

En~ t !
, ~20!

whereQ is the quality factor of the cavity,Vn stands for the
resonance frequency of the empty cavity for moden, and
e0 is the permittivity of vacuum. In the simulation, Eqs.~19!
and~20! are solved numerically together with Eqs.~4!–~9! at
FIG. 3. Temporal variations of mode intensities obtained from the D2O laser and the corresponding effective pump intensity for D2O gas pressures of~a! 2
Torr, ~b! 4 Torr, and~c! 8 Torr. The wave form of the pump CO2 laser pulseI p0(t) at the input window is also shown in~a!. In the figures showing the D2O
laser outputs, the mode numbers shown in Fig. 1~b! are indicated by arrows.
K. Sasaki and T. Tsukishima
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.
FIG. 4. Comparison of the emission energy spectra of the D2O laser between the simulation and experimental results for three different D2O gas pressures
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250 points ~250 z values! on the optical axis. The well-
known Runge-Kutta integration method was used for the
merical calculation. The macroscopic polarizationPn(t) in
Eqs.~19! and~20! can be calculated from the density matr
elementr̃23 by the following equation:13

Pn~ t !5
2

L
Nm23 exp@ i$~nn2n0!t1fn~ t !%#

3E
0

L

r̃23~z,t !expS i•2np•
z

L Ddz, ~21!

whereN represents the sum of population densities of
three energy levels, andL is the roundtrip cavity length.

In order to simulate the actual pumping condition, a te
porally varying pump field that was generated by solving
well-known rate equations for transversely excited atm
sphere ~TEA! CO2 lasers for the case with injectio
seeding17 was used. In usual D2O lasers, the pump CO2 laser
beam is launched into the D2O laser along the optical axis o
the cavity through an input window located at one end of
cavity. Accordingly, the intensity of the pump field is atten
ated as it propagates in the laser medium and has a sp
distribution inside the cavity as shown in Fig. 2. To simpli
the calculation, it is assumed here that all the D2O gas in the
cavity is excited uniformly by the effective pump intensi
defined by8

I p~ t !5I p0~ t !@exp$Gp~ t !L%21#/Gp~ t !L, ~22!

whereI p0(t) is the pump intensity at the input window. Th
I p(t) is the spatially averaged value of the pump intens
inside the cavity. The absorption coefficientGp(t) in Eq.
~22! is calculated from the density matrix elementr̃12(z,t)
by

Gp~ t !52
2NVm21

e0cLEp~ t !
ImF E

0

L

r̃21~z,t !dzG , ~23!
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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wherec denotes the speed of light. If we do not employ t
effective pump intensity, the density matrix eleme
r̃23(z,t) has a spatial distribution induced by the spatia
varying pump intensity. In this case, since the scale length
the spatial distribution ofr̃23(z,t) is similar to the wave-
lengths of the beat notes in the cavity, the macroscopic
larizationPn(t) cannot be obtained by the projected calcu
tion shown in Eq.~21!. To include the spatial distribution o
the pump intensity, the real electric fields have to be trea
instead of the beat notes, resulting in a long computatio
time that is not able to be executed with existing compute

Various parameters used in the simulation are listed
Table I. These values were determined by referring to th
given in literature.15,18 The longitudinal mode spacing an
the quality factor of the cavity were chosen to be consist
with our experimental conditions.4 An unstable resonato
with a magnification factor of 4~the output coupling coeffi-
cient is 0.75! is assumed for the quality factor. However, th
real geometry of the cavity such as the focusing effects
mirrors was not taken into account in the simulation. Negl
of the focusing effect is not a problem for the pump fie
since it was dumped in front of the end mirror after t
single-pass propagation in the experiments,4 whereas for the
D2O laser field, there is a possibility that the focusing effe
of the cavity mirrors cause the transverse effects and af
the emission spectrum. The initial amplitude of the elect
field En(0), which acts as the seed for the temporal buildu
is set to be a noise level for all modes, while the initial pha
of the electric fieldfn(0) is given by uniform random num
bers generated by a computer between 0 and 2p.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Temporal behavior of longitudinal modes and
energy spectra

In Fig. 3, temporal variations of the longitudinal mod
of the D2O laser are shown for various D2O gas pressures
33K. Sasaki and T. Tsukishima
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together with the corresponding effective pump intensiti
The pump CO2 laser pulse at the input windowI p0(t) is also
shown in Fig. 3~a!. The intensity and pulse shape ofI p0(t)
were consistent with our experimental condition.4 The effec-
tive pump intensity was reasonably smaller for a higher
pressure since absorption by D2O gas in the cavity is stron
ger for a higher gas pressure. In the figures showing
D2O laser outputs, the mode numbers shown in Fig. 1~b! are
indicated by arrows. Mode 0 has the Raman resonance
quency. The multiple-longitudinal-mode oscillations we
obtained by numerical simulation for the first time as sho
in Fig. 3. Considering the fact that the Fourier expans
method resulted mainly in single-mode oscillation,11,12 the
inclusion of the dispersion effect is of great importance
the numerical study of multimode D2O lasers. The signifi-
cantly excited longitudinal modes were located around
Raman resonance frequency, and the longitudinal mo
around the line center did not grow. Similar simulation r
sults were obtained even when the frequency of mode 0
detuned slightly (,d/2) from the Raman resonance fr
quency. For a gas pressure of 2 Torr, the number of
excited modes is smallest, and a roughly symmetric spec
distribution with respect to the Raman resonance freque
was obtained. For gas pressures of 4 and 8 Torr, broadb
oscillations around the Raman resonance frequency were
served. The most strongly excited mode shifts from mo
0to mode 1 att.350 ns for a gas pressure of 4 Torr. Spo
taneous spectral narrowing was observed for all gas p
sures. The spectral width at the beginning of the output pu
was broader than that of the tail part. The energy convers
efficiency from the pump to the D2O laser field was abou
0.3%–0.6% for this pressure range, which is a consis
value with our experimental results.4

In Fig. 4, energy spectra of the D2O laser outputs ob-
tained by the simulation were compared with those of
experimental observations.4 The spectra from the simulatio
were obtained by integrating the output intensity of ea
longitudinal mode from 0 to 1ms. In this simulation, the
calculation was ended at 1ms because of a restriction in th
computational time. If the calculation were continued for
longer time, however, the spectrum from the simulation m
become slightly narrower for gas pressures of 2 and 4 T
The experimental energy spectra were obtained with our
erodyne receiver which had a high frequency resolution
less than 1.3 MHz.4 In the experiments, multiple
longitudinal-mode oscillations around the Raman resona
frequency were observed for all gas pressures. For a
pressure of 4 Torr, the spectral distribution from the simu
tion roughly agreed with the experimental observation,
seen from Fig. 4~b!. However, the significantly excited
modes in the simulation were located in a slightly high
frequency range than the experimental results. This disc
ancy is attributed partly to the assumption of uniform pum
intensity. The actual pump field has a strong spatial distri
tion and is intense around the input window as is illustra
in Fig. 2. The intense pump field induces the ac Stark ef
which shifts the peak of the small signal gain profile towa
the low frequency side.7 Hence the experimental spectral di
tributions were located in the lower frequency range than
34 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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simulation results. For gas pressures lower than 2 Torr, s
tral widths of the simulation results were narrower than
experimental observations. This discrepancy suggests
Doppler broadening plays an important role in determin
the spectral distribution in these low gas pressures. In a
tion, the assumption of a ring cavity may also be respons
for the discrepancy since the spatial hole burning effect is
included in the ring cavity. If the spatial hole burning effe
were taken into consideration, coupling between the long
dinal modes would be weakened,13 resulting in a broader
spectral distribution than the present simulation results.
the other hand, for gas pressures of 6–8 Torr, the spe
distributions from the simulation were broader than tho
from the experiments. This discrepancy may be related to
fact that the output energy of the D2O laser obtained in the
experiment was considerably weaker than that in the sim
tion for this pressure range.4 The gain for the D2O laser field
was larger in the simulation than the experiment, which
the emission spectrum of the simulation to be the broadb
distribution. However, it is noted here that the experimen
spectral distributions for gas pressures higher than 9 T
were rather broad4 and were roughly in agreement with th
simulation results except for the location of the peak f
quency. When the pump intensity was decreased to 10%
that shown in Fig. 3~a!, a slightly narrower spectral distribu
tion with a weak output energy was obtained from the D2O
laser by the simulation. This may be because spectral g

FIG. 5. Temporal variations of mode frequencies~a! for a D2O gas pressure
of 4 Torr together with the mode intensities~b! and the pump filed~c!.
K. Sasaki and T. Tsukishima
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FIG. 6. Temporal variations of mode intensities and emission spectra for the case of line-center pumping. The gas pressures are~a! 2 Torr, ~b! 4 Torr, and
~c! 8 Torr.
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broadening due to the ac Stark effect is insignificant
weak pump intensity. The spectrally narrow output for t
weak pump intensity was also observed experimentally.4

B. Temporal behavior of mode frequencies

As has been described, the inclusion of the dispers
effect of the laser medium~D2O gas in the cavity! is impor-
tant to reproduce the multimode oscillation numerically.
fact, when the mode frequencies were fixed at the resona
frequencies of the empty cavity and the mode spacings w
equalized, the simulation resulted in single-mode oscillati
similar to those obtained by the Fourier expans
method.11,12 If the laser medium is strongly dispersive, fr
quency spacings between the longitudinal modes would
come different from one another, resulting in the depress
of mode coupling. This may explain why the multimode o
cillations were obtained in the present simulation.

Figure 5 shows temporal variations of mode frequenc
for a gas pressure of 4 Torr during the pulse buildup peri
In Fig. 5, the corresponding pump pulse and D2O laser out-
put are also represented. During the period with a w
pump field (t<0.20ms!, the mode frequencies were equal
the resonance frequencies of the empty cavity~mode spac-
ings were 38 MHz!. During the evolution of the pump puls
(0.20<t<0.25 ms!, the mode frequencies were pulled t
ward a frequency around mode 3, where the peak of
small signal gain profile for the effective pump intensity w
located. At the oscillation threshold (0.25<t<0.265 ms!,
rapid transient phenomena occurred and the mode freq
cies returned toward the resonance frequencies of the em
cavity. A mode pushing effect was observed between mo
0 and 21 during this period. After the evolution of th
D2O laser output (0.265<t<0.3 ms!, the mode frequencie
varied gradually and reached steady-state values a
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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t.0.3 ms. The mode frequencies at the steady state w
different from the resonance frequencies of the empty cav
and the spacings between the modes differed from one
other by approximately 1 MHz att.0.3ms.

C. Line-center pumping for spectrally pure operation

The D2O laser output is obtained by the stimulated R
man transition when the frequency of the pump pulse is
tuned from the resonance frequency of the absorption b
of D2O molecules. This off-resonant pumping is usually t
case with a TEA CO2 laser oscillating at the line center o
the 9R~22! transition line of CO2 molecules. However, if the
frequency of the pump CO2 laser pulse is tuned to the reso
nance frequency of the absorption band of the D2O mol-
ecules~detuned from the line center of 9R~22! by approxi-
mately 320 MHz!, the D2O laser output is obtained by so
called laser-like transition and appears around the line ce
frequency between levels 2 and 3.19 Tuning the frequency of
the pump TEA CO2 laser can be obtained by inserting
Fabry-Perot etalon inside the cavity and changing the tilt
angle of the etalon.20 In our D2O laser system, line-cente
pumping cannot be realized experimentally since
injection-seeded TEA CO2 laser is employed as the pum
source.4 However, in the simulation, it can easily be exam
ined by setting two parameters such thatD1250 and
D2350. In this case, mode 0 shown in Fig. 1~b! has the line
center frequency.

The energy spectra and the temporal variations of m
intensities for the case of line-center pumping are shown
Fig. 6 for three different D2O gas pressures. The shape of t
pump pulse shown in Fig. 3~a! was adopted again here
Comparing the results by line-center pumping with those
usual off-resonant pumping shown in Figs. 3 and 4, it is cl
that the spectral width obtained by line-center pumping w
35K. Sasaki and T. Tsukishima
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.
FIG. 7. Temporal variations of mode intensities and emission spectra for two different phases of the initial electric fields. The D2O gas pressure was 4 Torr
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narrower than that by off-resonant pumping for the sa
D2O gas pressure. Spectrally narrow operation is essent
required for D2O lasers for its application to the ion temper
ture measurements of high-temperature fusion plasmas.
cording to the present simulation results, line-center pum
ing is effective in obtaining spectrally narrow outputs fro
D2O lasers without any reduction of the output power. Ho
ever, considerable effort has to be made to obtain off-l
center operation of TEA CO2 lasers with high stability.

D. Effect of phases of the initial electric fields

In the present simulation, initial amplitudes of the long
tudinal modes of the D2O laserEn(0) were set to be a nois
level, and the initial phasesfn(0) were given by uniform
random numbers generated by a computer. All the simula
results described above were obtained for the same in
phases and amplitudes of the longitudinal modes. To inv
tigate the effects of the initial electric fields, the simulati
was repeated for different initial amplitudes and phases. A
result, the D2O laser output was not sensitive to the choice
the initial amplitudes corresponding to intensity from 0.1
100mW/cm2. However, the simulation results were depe
dent on the phases of the initial electric fields. Figure
shows the energy spectra and the temporal variations o
longitudinal modes obtained for two different phases of
initial electric fields. The D2O gas pressure was 4 Torr. Th
phases adopted in Fig. 7 were also different from those u
in the other simulations in the present article. Althou
multiple-longitudinal-mode oscillations around the Ram
resonance frequency were obtained for all phases, the en
36 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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spectra and the temporal variations of the mode intens
were dependent on the phases. In the experiments, it
observed that the multimode spectral distributions from
D2O laser were slightly different from shot to shot for th
same operating condition. The present simulation res
showing dependence on the initial phases may correspon
the poor shot-to-shot reproducibility of the spectral distrib
tion observed experimentally. If we repeat the calculation
many phases of the initial electric fields and employ the
erage of the mode spectra for all the gas pressures, we
be able to obtain more general result using the present s
lation. However, the conclusions reached in this article
duced from the simulation results with one initial conditio
are still reliable since each of the mode spectra differs fr
the average only slightly as seen from Fig. 7.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown the following.
~i! We have developed a numerical code for an optica

pumped multimode D2O laser. This code is based on Lamb
semiclassical laser theory and includes the dispersion e
of the laser medium~D2O gas in the cavity!.

~ii ! Multiple-longitudinal-mode oscillations around th
Raman resonance frequency were obtained by the nume
code. The energy spectra from the D2O laser obtained by the
simulation roughly agreed with the experimental obser
tions for a D2O gas pressures of 4 Torr.

~iii ! At the oscillation threshold, rapid variations of th
mode frequencies were observed. In the steady state, the
quencies of the longitudinal modes were different from t
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resonant frequencies of the empty cavity. These mode
quency characteristics were due to the dispersion effec
D2O gas in the cavity and were important for obtaining m
timode oscillations by the simulation.

~iv! It was predicted by the simulation that spectra
narrow outputs could be obtained from the D2O laser by
tuning the pump pulse frequency to the resonance freque
of the absorption band of D2O molecules~line-center pump-
ing!.

~v! Simulation results were dependent on the init
phases of the longitudinal mode electric fields. This m
correspond to the poor shot-to-shot reproducibility of t
spectral distribution observed experimentally.
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